has shifted focus to alternative control strategies that utilize natural soil microbial and fungal strains 2,3 .
48
Phenotypic nematode screening methods for active small molecules or microbes capable of controlling nematode 49 infestations in both plants and animals can be as simple as manual microscopic examination of individual samples 50 or as complex as movement-based analysis of high definition video captured worm images and microfluidics 51 approaches 4-7 . All these approaches utilize visualization of some form, either manual scoring of non-movement vs.
52 movement in single samples, or exact single worm movement measurements based on image analysis, such as 53 "The Worminator" system 8 . But typically, plant nematode screens are low-throughput, labor intensive and 54 "mortality" is measured as lack of movement, but not distinguishable from temporary paralysis or true mortality. that completely moved out of location is represented with a movement signal of 0, while a completely 118 unresponsive, non-moving worm value is 1. Each individual worm movement score was assigned a classification of 119 "still" or "move", and the total scored worms for each treatment well were averaged to assign a classification for that 120 particular treatment. "Still" was defined as a movement score of greater than 0.869 for RKN and greater than 0.9 121 for SCN. SYTOX Green signal area was detected in the FITC channel, using size and intensity gating. Cy3 image captured after a 3 second delay. The two Cy3 images were then overlaid using the colocalization 233 function via the Cell Developer analysis software. Total worm movement that took place between the two-timed 234 images could be quantified at single pixel resolution. In our case, at 2X magnification, that resolution is 3.25µm.
235
Our final movement readout was based on the percentage of total overlapping pixels for individual worms (Figure   236 1D), with each worm assigned a movement score by the analysis software. Movement scores were then averaged 237 for total worms in each treated well, followed by classification of each treatment well as "movement" or "still".
239
Using our colocalization measurements on individual worms, we identified a dose-dependent range of movement 240 for Ivermectin-treated RKN and SCN. We used this scale to calibrate our paralysis-acceptability limits, as slight 241 movement could still be seen in Ivermectin-treated worms. Calculated EC 50 movement values changed over time 242 and were different for each species (Table 2 and Figure 1B ). We did not observe any significant mortality 
